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Indices project a wetter extreme over most regions of CONUS 

towards the end of the 21st century based on SSP3-7.0

RESULTS

Large ensemble, SSP3-7.0

Regional trend

Uncertainties in regional trend

REGIONAL CHANGES

SEASONAL TOTAL

Lower quantiles in fall will remain unchanged in central U.S., 

shifting to wetting with heavier precipitation

Winter significant (5%) increasing trends and ensemble agreement 

prevalent in the Northeast and Southeast

Seasonal precipitation increases  noticeable on the Gulf coast region 

during summer and fall

Southern and western parts illustrate a greater normalized average 

change (50th and 95th) of RX1 in summer

No regions with dominant ensemble agreement on the negative sign 

In summer and winter, Midwest and Northeast will experience 

substantial increases in 95th

Wet spring and winter in the east, dry summer in the Midwest, 

according to seasonal climatology

Indices (RX1, PTOT) for 2015-2100 at each grid are extracted and repeated 

over the M (~70) ensembles 

Large ensemble distribution is used to calculate index's quantile values (i.e., 

25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th) for each season

Sen’s slope estimator and Mann-Kendall (MK) trend detection (95% 

confidence) tests are employed to the time series of indices (2015-2100)

Anthropogenic climate signals strengthening and are expected to continue 

in the 21st century

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Assessment Report 

(AR6) documents increasingly intense precipitation over most lands 

Present study uses a large ensemble to assess projected seasonal 

climatology and extremes over the Contiguous United States (CONUS)

Changes in precipitation patterns vary in space; evaluating regional 

distribution of future extremes at various percentiles is critical

TRENDS DETECTION UNCERTAINTY 

Indices Seasons No Trend Positive Negative

Seasonal Maximum 

Daily Precipitation (RX1, 

mm)

Spring most regions parts of MW and SE -

Summer parts of NW and SW most regions -

Fall all regions except eastern NW Eastern NW -

Winter all regions except NE and SE NE, eastern SE -

Seasonal Total (PTOT, 

mm)

Spring most regions southern MW, western 

NGP

-

Summer most regions southern NW, northern 

SW, northern MW

-

Fall All regions - -

Winter MW, SW, NW, SGP, and most of 

SE except VA and NC

NE, parts of SE, NGP and 

SW

-

DATASET & METHODOLOGY

Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2), Large ensemble 

(LE), 70 members, Shared Socioeconomic Pathway (SSP3-7.0, between 

moderate to worst emission scenario)

Period: 1951-2014 (historical), 2015-2100 (SSP3-7.0)

Resolution: 100 km/daily

CONCLUSION & IMPACT OF STUDY

A grid capturing the sign of change if it detects a statistically significant 

trend (95%) and the majority (greater than 50%) of the ensembles agree on 

that detection. A detailed explanation can be in the following (Dollan, I.J., 

Maggioni, V., Johnston, J., Coelho, G. de A., & Kinter, J. L. (2022). Seasonal Variability of 

Future Extreme Precipitation and Associated Trends across the Contiguous U.S., submitted 

in Frontiers in Climate)

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. How is future precipitation expected to vary in extreme indices across 

quantiles seasonally in the 21st century?

2. Which quantiles are more likely to drive future precipitation changes? 

3. What changes in precipitation are likely to occur at the regional scale, 

and what are the associated uncertainties?

Climate vulnerability in different parts of the world

Seasonal climatology of indices (RX1, PTOT) from 1951 to 2014 calculated for M (70) 

ensembles for N (64) years; giving M  N data points

Quantiles (25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th) are calculated using data probability distribution and

are used to normalize changes (trend magnitudes) of the indices and presented as

percentages

A comprehensive assessment of long-term 

seasonal changes in quantiles using latest CMIP6 

CESM2-LE is presented

Uncertainties among ensembles detecting trends 

are further influenced by seasons and indices

LEs are useful for exploring changes and 

associated uncertainties of extremes Source: gisandscience.com/2011/03/07/mapping-human-

vulnerability-to-climate-change/
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Ensemble agreement on the signs of change (no trend 0, positive trend +1, and negative trend, -1) in RX1 (mm), PTOT (mm)

CONUS spatial distribution of projected daily maximum (mm) Sen’s long-term trends (mm/year) from 2015 to 2100 in CESM2-LE for different quantiles 

and seasons


